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Given two hereditary dynatntc systems having ddTerent dimenstons, the 
conditions are provided under whtch a part of the rnotton of the larger system is 
reproduced by the smaller system, that IS, the larger system “includes” the smaller 
one. The condrtions for inclusion are useful in applying the concept of vector 
Liapunov functions to stability analysis of systems composed of overlapping 
subsystems. By expanding the systems into a larger space the overlappmg 
subsystems appear as disjoint and standard methods can be used to conclude 
stability of the expanded system. Under the inclusion conditions, stability of the 
expansion implies stability of the original system. An example IS provided to show 
stability where the standard disjoint decomposittons fail. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In mathematical modeling of physical systems, one of the basic tasks is to 
compare models having different dimensions and subsequently choose one 
which contains all of the pertinent information about the system behavior, 
yet simple enough to be tractable by known methods. This problem is broad 
and there are many unanswered questions. A specific but important aspect of 
the problem is to formulate conditions under which a dynamic system can 
reproduce precisely a part of the motion of a larger dynamic system, that is, 
be “included” in a system of higher dimension. For this purpose, an 
Inclusion Principle has been introduced in the context of linear systems [ 1 ] 
and later extended to nonlinear systems [2, 31 and systems for decentralized 
control with overlapping information sets [4]. An intuitively obvious need 
for the Inclusion Principle has been demonstrated in [5], where it has been 
used for validation of reduced-order models for complex physical systems. 
Less intuitive, yet equally effective, has been the use of the Principle in the 
stability analysis of dynamic systems where an actual expansion of a system 
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has been proposed to gain conceptual simplifications of the stability 
problems. When a system is composed of overlapping subsystems. an 
expansion of the system into a larger space can make the subsystems appear 
as disjoint. Then. standard methods [6 1 of the vector Liapunov functions 
[7-91 can be used to determine stability of the expanded system and. 
applying the Inclusion Principle, to conclude stability of the original system. 
It has been shown explicitly that the use of generalized decompositions in 
this context can establish stability where the standard disjoint decom- 
positions fail [l-3]. 
The objective of this paper is to extend the Inclusion Principle to 
hereditary dynamic systems. This opens up a possibility to introduce 
generalized decompositions in the stability analysis of time-delay systems via 
vector Liapunov functions, and to broaden considerably the decomposition- 
aggregation methods [lo-121 in this context. By using a simple example of a 
linear system with time-delay. we will again demonstrate the superiority of 
generalized decompositions when used in the framework of the Inclusion 
Principle. Moreover, a new set of conditions are derived for stability of inter- 
connected hereditary systems, which can further reduce the conservativeness 
of the decomposition-aggregation methods. 
2. INCLUSION PRINCIPLE 
Let us consider two functional differential equations representing a pair of 
dynamic systems, 
y : i(t) =f(r, x,) (2.1) 
and 
-7 : 2(t) =i(t. 2,) (2.2) 
where x(l) E A+“, .f(t) E .5P’, and n < fi. In (2.1) and (2.2), f: .$+ x 
GY’“+.$” and Iz~%, xg’“‘-+2’” are sufficiently smooth so that for any 
initial functions #,, and Fi, at f = lo, Eqs. (2.1) and (2.2) have unique 
solutions x(t,, +,,) and x’(t,, &), respectively. 5??” = C{ I-5, 0] + A?“} denotes 
the space of continuous functions with domain [--5, 0] and range in 3’. For 
Q E V”, we define 11#\1,, = max-,.+G,, lIti(s) where (I a II is any convenient 
norm in 2”. Suppose that x E C{ [-r, co) --t Z4”‘}. For t E .‘+ , let x, denote 
a translation of the restriction of x to the interval [t - r, t]; more specifically, 
x, is an element of Q” defined by x,(s) = x(t + s), -r < s ,< 0. We denote the 
value of x(f,, 4,) at r > t, - r by x(t; t,, do), or simply by x(t). I, is the n x n 
identity matrix and T denotes transpose. 
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Now, we formulate the notion of inclusion for a pair of hereditary 
dynamic systems Y and ,p by the following: 
(2.3) DEFINITION. We say that the system 9 includes the system Y if 
there exist two matrices CJ E gnxd and VE A?zxn such that UP’= I, and 
x&l 9 4,) = f-w,, V@o), tl(t,, g,) E A-F+ x 57:‘“. (2.4) 
Zf :? includes 9, it is called an expansion of 9, and .3 is referred to as 
a contraction of ,?. Sufficient conditions for inclusion are given by the 
following: 
(2.5) THEOREM. 9 includes 9 if either 
(i) there exists a matri.y V E 9”’ Gth full column rank such that 
AL V$) = vf(L$). V(t, 4) E 2+ x g'". (2.6) 
or 
(ii) there exists a matrix U E 9”’ with full roul rank such that 
crf'<h J-1 =f(L u&l, V(f, q?) E .9+ x FC. (2.7) 
Proof. (i) Let z be defined as 
z(f) = i(t; t,, Vqi,) - Vx(r; f,, &)). (2.8 1 
Then, from (2.1), (2.2), and (2.8) we get 
i(t) =.&, z, + vx,) - Vf(t. x,), (2.9) 
and zln = 0. Smoothness off and (2.6) imply that z = 0 is an unique solution 
of (2.9) and hence 
x’& 7 V&J) = w, 9 g,). V(t,, $,, E 3+ x q’“. (2.10) 
Since UV = I,, we get (2.4). 
(ii) Now, we define z as 
z(t) = x(t; ro, u&J - uqt; fo, &), (2.11) 
and get 
using (2.7) instead of (2.6). With UV = I,, (2.12) implies (2.4). Q.E.D. 
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The two conditions of Theorem (2.5) do not imply each other. If for some 
matrix V with full column rank (2.10) holds. then f is called a restriction of 
7. When (2.12) holds for a matrix c’ with full row rank. f is termed an 
aggregation of 7. 
When i and 7 are linear time-delay systems. we can strengthen 
Theorem (2.5) to get necessary and sufficient conditions for inclusion. To 
show this, let us consider the systems i and 7 described as 
i : i(f) = Ax(t) + \‘ D,x(t - rh) 
h=l 
(2.13) 
and 
where again x(t) E. 8”. -U’(t) E @‘, and u < C. In (2.13) and (2.14), A, A’. 
D,. d, are constant matrices of appropriate dimension and time-delays are 
ordered as 0 < r, < r? < ... < r, = T. 
We establish the following: 
(2.15) THEOREM. -? includes 2 if and only if there exist two matrices 
UE .iTnxn‘ and VE .T?“” such that UC’= I,, and 
Uz@V= A’, Ux’-%, = A’-‘D,U. 
(2.16) 
Q'i = 1. 2 ,.... ri. a’k = 1, 2 ,.... 1. 
ProoJ Since I/V= I,,, there exist U, E K”-“’ ” and V, E #““-” 
such that 
I I ; lVV,l=I,. 1
From (2.16) and (2.17) we have 
(2.17) 
= VAUf VU@,U, + V,(U,&U+ U,~V,U,) 
~,=VD,U+VU~,V,U,+V,(U,dkVU+U,~~V,U,j, bk = 1. 2 ,.... 1. 
(2.18) 
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Let 
M= vurG-, u, + v, u,‘mJ+ v, u,Kv, u, 
Lk=vu~p,u,+v,u,~~vu+v,u,~kv,u,, Vk = 1, 2 ,..., 1. 
(2.19) 
Then. conditions (2.16) hold if and only if 
ti= VAU+M, d,= VD,U+ L, 
UM’ = 0, UM’- IL, = 0, Vi = 1, 2 ,.... ti, Vk = 1. 2 ,.... 1. (2.20) 
Without loss of generality, we can assume t, = 0. Let x(t) = x(t; 0, $0), 
-F(t) = I([; 0, Vtio), and z(t) = UT(l). Then, 
do(t), vt E [-r, O] 
X(f) = 
e”‘q+o(()) + .lo’ &(f-5) ;- D,x(s - rk) ds. Vt>O 
k=l 
Vt E [-5,0] 
CJe%qb,(O) + 1’ Ue’Tctpr’V \‘. D,z(s - rk) ds 
-0 k=l 
+ l.tue.ilt-s) \‘- vt > 0. 
‘0 k:l 
L,.;(s - sk) ds, (2.21) 
Since 0 < 5, < ... < r1 = r, Eqs. (2.2 1) imply that Eq. (2.4) holds if and only 
if 
e .lt = lJe”‘V, ue.“L I 0 k ’ Vt > 0, Vk = 1. 2 . . . . . 1. (2.22) 
By using the series expansion for e” and e”, we can show that Eqs. 
(2.22) hold if and only if conditions (2.20) are valid. Q.E.D. 
3. STABlLlTY 
The concept of inclusion as defined in Definition (2.3) has a natural inter- 
pretation in the stability context. In fact, for systems without hereditary 
effects, it has been established [ 1 ] that stability of the expansion implies 
stability of the original system. Our immediate objective is to show that the 
same is true for hereditary systems provided the equilibrium x* of the 
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original system / is preserved in the expansion ; under the linear transfor- 
mation 
where V is the matrix specified in Definition (2.3). More precisely. if 
f(t. x*) = 0 for all f. where x* is an equilibrium of ,i . then 
f’(f, vx*) = 0. VfE.2,. (3.2) 
so that J?* = VX* is the corresponding equilibrium of 2. The condition (3.2) 
is implied by (i) but not by (ii) of Theorem (2.5). 
(3.3) THEOREM. Suppose that r’ includes f . and .U* = KK”. Then. 
stability of .U’* in .:? implies stability of x* in .2 *. 
Proof. We provide the proof of the theorem for the global asymptotic 
stability in the sense of Liapunov. Other types of stability in this context can 
be established likewise. For convenience. we recall that an equilibrium x* of 
.;C is globally asymptotically stable if: (i) it is stable, that is. for any 
I, E S+ and any positive number E. there exists a positive number 6(t,, E) 
such that /I #0 -x* Ilo < 6 implies Ilx(f,, 4,) - x* iI,, < E; and (ii) it is globally 
attractive, that is, x(t; fO, $,,)-+ .K* as t + +a, for all (I,, qO) E A’+ x V’“. 
Now, if ,f* = Vx* is stable as in (i), then for any ,‘0, C > 0. there exists 
&t,,, 17) > 0 such that IIT - V,u* /I,, < 6 implies II-u’(t,,. +6,,) - V-Y* 11” < E. From 
(2.4). we have 
lI.u(t; fo. &) -s* 11 = I/ qqt: I”. v&J - vx” Ill 
< II U/l Ilx’(l”, v&J - KY* Ilo. 
(3.4) 
and hence 
II%. $4)) - .y* /lrJ < II w II%. V$“) - vx* 110, V(t”. (3,) E 2, x F’“. 
(3.5) 
For any E > 0, we can choose 6 =!I VI/-’ 8, and C= I/UII-’ E. Then, 
1l@0 -x* II,, < 6 implies II V$,, - V.Y* /I,, < 6. Hence, lI$l,, VP,) - Vx* I/,, < F’, 
and by (3.5), I(x(~,, &,) -x* Ilo < II UII Ilx’(tO, V&J - KY* I&, < E, which 
implies stability of x*. Global attractivity (ii) of x* follows directly from 
global attractivity of x’* and (2.4). Q.E.D. 
We note that the converse of Theorem (3.3) is not true in general. When 
the two systems 9 and .P are specialized to linear constant systems with 
time-delays as in (2.13) and (2.14), it is possible to establish a relationship 
between their characteristic equations and provide a basis for the converse. 
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Proof We write 
k=l 
=lI,- VAU-M- f (VD,U+L,)e--“A 
k=l 
11, -M- 4 L,e-.“k) 
k:l 
AI,-M- G Lke-.‘Tk 
I 
k=l 
A + ‘C Dke+k 
h=, 
Then 
=det AI,-M- 4 Lkep-“k) hT1 (3.9) 
I 
A + K‘ Dkep-“h 
kyl 
JIG--M- 4 L,e--“h 
k:l 
From (2.20). we have 
-I 
I/ AI, - M- 4 L,e--“*) V 
k:l 
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and (3.9) becomes 
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(3.i 1 I 
4. GENERALIZED DECOMPOSITIONS 
Decompositions of dynamic systems into interconnected subsystems have 
been performed either to reduce the computational requirements in carrying 
out the necessary calculations or to take advantage of special structural 
properties of the systems and come up with simple criteria for robust 
stability of dynamic systems [ 6 1. Recent results have shown 1 l-41 that in 
certain practical situations it is advantageous to apply an unorthodox 
decomposition scheme whereby the resulting subsystems share common 
parts. An interesting result in this development has been the fact that the 
overlapping and generalized decompositions can be used in the context of 
vector Liapunov functions to show stability where disjoint decompositions 
fail. The aim of this section is to establish this fact for systems described by 
differential-difference equations. 
Let us consider again the system .~i of (2.1). Guided by considerations of 
physical structure of .7’, which will be described later. a linear transfor- 
mation (3.1) is used to produce an expansion .--? of ,i specified by (2.2). A 
simple case of overlapping decomposition in this context would be to choose 
the transformation matrix V so that the state equations of .i , which describe 
common parts of the physical subsystems, are repeated until an expansion 
.? is formulated in such a way that all the subsystems appear as disjoint. 
The system .‘? can then be decomposed as 
:F- :,u”,(t)=&[t..qt)~ +~,[t..~(t),.u’(t-r,), . . ..- q-r,)l. 
i = 1. 2...., s (4.1) 
where -Ci(t) E 2’1, S< = .2tl x .2fi: x . . . x .R”‘, S, : ,2+ x .#“‘I --t .A”‘$, 
h;. : <z+ X 2” X zSrn -+ .2’(, and r,, rZ ,..., r, are positive numbers. We 
assume that di(t, 0) = 0, Li(t, 0, 0 . . . . . 0) = 0 for all t and i, so that .C= 0 is an 
equilibrium of ..?. 
We now prove the following: 
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(4.2) THEOREM. Assume that: 
(i) For each i = 1, 2 ,..., s, 
v,:9+ x9L.9+ 
there exists a continuous function 
with the following properties: vi(t, 2,) is IocallJ 
Lipschitzian in fi, vi(t, 0) E 0, and 
Wil(l12ill) G Vi(tY x’i) G WiZ(ll~ill) 
D+v,(t,.f) I (4.4) < -Si(t) Wi(t, -?i) - w:(t, x’i), V(t, x,) E s+ x gtl 
(4.3) 
where Wil, vi? E X”,, which is a class of comparison functions [ 13 1. 
Furthermore, D+vi(t, Zi)Cl.l, is the derivative computed with respect to the 
isolated subsystem 
* : i,(t) = &[t, q(t)], (4.4) 
di : 2, + 2 + , w, , w; : -3, x .@“I- .R+ are continuous, and the functions 
)‘I, 3 wi satisfy either 
L’,(t, x’i) ~ y, W(t. -u’,). V(t, 2,) E .2+ x .#“I (4.5) 
or 
v,(t, Ti) < y;w;(t, T,), V(t,f,) E ?P+ x R”‘I (4.6) 
for some positive numbers yi and y\. Moreover, there exists v/,> E R such 
that 
‘t’t(t, x’i) G WI~(II+~II)~ V(t. fi) E +?+ x ??“‘I. (4.7) 
(ii) For each i= 1, 2,..., s, there exist continuous functions /It, : 
[-7kr +co) + GP+, j= 1, 2 ,..., s; k = 0, l,..., m, such that 
I Vi[f,Jji + At&(& fO, I’)...) f’“)] - vi(t,Jyi)l 
< A s c ,!(/(t - sk) wJt - rk, if) + o(A), 
./=I k:O 
for suffienttly small A > 0, where z. = 0. 
(iii) There exist positive numbers d, , dz ,..., d,, 6 and ,u such that for 
all j = 1, 2 ,..., s, we have 
d,6,(t) - t di 2 P:(t) > 8, 6,(t) </I, Vt E 2, . (4.9) 
i=l k=O 
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Then. the equilibrium +< * = 0 oj’, 7 is (uniformlv) asvmptotically stable ia . _ 
the large. 
15 in addition, 
(iv) For each i = 1. 2...., s there exist positice numbers if,, . I],~. and 11,1 
such that for all j = 1. 2. 3. tile hate 
then the equilibrium 1* of 7 is exponentially stable in the large. 
Proof. Let .Jr be a collection of all i E (1. 2..... s) such that (4.5) holds. 
and let .Y’ = (1, 2..... s) - ;Y. Define yi and 7: by 
and 
].= \O 7’ 
’ I;!;. 
iE 7 
iE 7’. 
(4. I 1) 
(4.12) 
Let p(a) be defined by 
p(u) = 8 - PU + ,L( 1 - em ) (4.13) 
where j=max(d,f,.dzj;Z ,.... d,f,), b=.~mmax(d,,d~ ,.... d,}. and r= 
max (5, , s2 ,.... rm}. Since p(a) is continuous. and since p(0) = 8 > 0. there 
exist positive numbers d, and 8 such that 
Let 
p(a) > 6. vu E [O, 6, I. (4.14) 
(4.15) 
and ci = min(d,, &i, 65 ,..., S;}. Then, by (4.13) and (4.14). 
p(d)=0-jG++(l -e’“)>B (4.16) 
and by (4.12) and (4.15) for all j = 1. 2 ,.... s. 
1 - $0; > 0. (4.17) 
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We define a frictional v(t, 2,) by 
Using (4.1) and various assumptions of the theorem, from (4.18) we 
compute 
+ enr I~i(f + A, -pi f Ag,[t, pi] + A~,[~, ~(~),..., ~(I - ‘,)I 
- t’l(t + A, x’!(t) + Agi[t, x’,(f))\ 
+ ed’Advi[t + A, ii(t)] + Aed’ ’ c {p:(t) edTkwj[t, *<j(t)] 
JT, k=O 
+ ;1 6 P:(f) e”‘kw,[f, zFj(f)] 
,r, k=O 
- t ‘7 Pf,(t - Sk) wj[ t - Sk’ -fj(f - rk)] 1 
,=I k=O 
s 
C-e dr \' 
,T, I 
djJj(f) - dj&j7, - q1 2 d,/?;,(f) edrk] w>[f, ii(f)] 
,c, k=O 
- edr qT d.(l - i;fj) wj![t, z,(f)], 3 I V(t, 2,) E .3 + x v’“‘. (4.19) 
j=l 
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Using further (4.9) and the definitions of 3, fi, r, and p(a), we get 
did,(f) - djcifj - ;- G d&j(f) t?“^‘k > dj6,(t) 
iz k,O 
- 6 -G d,&(t) - t;r^ + (1 -P) + f d&(r) -- i-1 k=O ,r, k=O 
> 8 - dif + (1 - edr) djdj(t) 
>8-&f+ (1 -e”‘)~=p(&)>s. 
By (4.17), (4.19), and (4.20), we obtain 
D+v(r, qt) sg -e% ‘s wjp, fj(l)] < 0, V(l, q,) E 9, x Q”. 
j-1 
(4.20) 
(4.2 1) 
From (4.3) and (4.18), we have 
V(t, &) E 2, x SF’“. (4.22) 
On the other hand, from (4.3) and (4.18), we have 
V(f, 2,) E 9, x oi. 
Finally, from (4.21)-(4.23), it follows that [7] 
$ dtWi*(ll~ii(t; 10, Jo)ll> i=l 
(4.23) 
< e-6(t-c0) f di{Wi~(jIJ~iIIo) 
i=l 
+ pub - ‘(e&T - I) Yi3(llTOillO) 13 V(t,, Jo) E 9+ x Q”, vt > To. 
(4.24) 
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Since w,., E Xa for all i = 1,2 ,..., s, (4.24) implies that x’* = 0 is 
asymptotically stable in the large by an argument similar to that of [ 131. 
Moreover, if (4.10) holds, then (4.24) implies exponential stability in the 
large of x’* = 0. Q.E.D. 
Theorem (4.2) is motivated by the results of [ 141 and, in particular, of 
[ 151, in which Wi is specified as ui and w[ = 0 for all i = 1, 2 ,..., s. 
In the case of linear time-invariant differential-difference systems, we have 
the following corollary to Theorem (4.2), which is useful in applications. We 
consider the system 9 of (4.1) specified as 
~ : xLi(t) =K,~i(t) +~ ’ ~k,~~(t - 5k), 
,r, &YO 
i = 1, 2,..., s (4.25) 
where x,, 2: are constant matrices of appropriate dimensions, and prove the 
following: 
(4.26) COROLLARY. Assume that: 
(i) For each i = 1, 2,..., s, there exists a symmetric and positive 
definite matrix I?ii such that 
KpT, + i&q = 3,) 
where Gi is a symmetric and positive definite matrix. 
(ii) The s x s aggregate matrix W = (wij) defined as 
fl~‘(GiR; ‘) - G Iljyfqi& I/* II*, 
k=O 
wij = 
(4.27) 
i=j 
(4.28) 
i#j 
is an M-matrix, where ,I,,,(.) denotes the smallest eigenvalue of the indicated 
matrix, and 11 . II2 denotes the matrix norm induced by I, norm. 
Then, the equilibrium x’* = 0 of the linear system 9 is exponentially 
stable in the large. 
Proof. By choosing vi, wi, and wf in Theorem (4.2) for all i = 1,2,..., s 
as 
Vi(Z, fi) = (x’~l?ix’i)“*, Wi(f, i) = (x-~G,q”*, 
w; (I, Zi) E 0, V(tF x’i) E 9+ X SF”, (4.29) 
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we get 
<A + + /?~.w,(l-rr,,.?~)+o(d), 
,r, k:,, 
vi3 = n:‘(Gi) (4.30) 
where A,(.) is the largest eigenvalue of the indicated matrix. From (4.29) 
and (4.30), we conclude that all conditions (i)-(iv) of Theorem (4.2) are 
satisfied. Q.E.D. 
We note that inequality (4.8) is a less conservative majorization than the 
standard procedure [6], where we use the inequality 
) v,[t, JJ + ALi@, X’O, x”‘)...) x’“)] - Oi(ty -?()I ~Ki II ~~(t, 1’~I,..., x’“)II (4.31) 
where ~~ is a Lipschitz constant of vi(l, fi). In fact, for ,8: in Corollary 
(4.26) we have /?b = ]~~~~2A’~~,~1’2~(2 < I]Hf’2(], ]I~~~~“2\]2, but ]lfl,!‘2112 = 
As’@,) = vi2 is the Lipschitz constant of v&Zi) = (~i’Hi~i)*“. 
In order to demonstrate the usefulness of added flexibility of generalized 
decompositions in the context of stability analysis of differential-difference 
systems via vector Liapunov functions, we will establish stability of a third- 
order system for which disjoint decompositions fail. The system is described 
by the equation 
First, we expand the system Y to get the overlapping subsystems as 
disjoint 
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-39 -91 ’ 0 42 
.P- 
42 -172 ; 0 42 
: ---- = -------+------- 
42 0 ‘-172 42 
42 0 ; -91 -39 1 
x’,(t - r) 
+ ----+---- ------ 
&(l- r) 
which is accomplished by choosing the matrix V as 
1 0 0 
v= i 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 I * 
x’,(t) 
---- 
40) 1 
(4.33) 
(4.34) 
That .P is an expansion of .Y can easily be seen by using the condition (i) 
of Theorem (2.5). Obviously, x * = 0 is the unique equilibrium of F, and 
x’* = Vx* = 0 is the unique equilibrium of .~?‘. Therefore, stability of .u’* = 0 
implies stability of Z* = 0 by Theorem (3.3). 
We choose the matrices f?, and Hz in Corollary (4.26) as 
(4.35) 
Then, the aggregate matrix W is obtained as 
9 fi- 13/\/130 -16 dm 
-16dm 9fl-13/\/130 I 
(4.36) 
and it is an M-matrix. Therefore, by Corollary (4.26), x’* = 0 of .F is 
globally exponentially stable. Since 9 is a contraction of 9, x* = 0 is also 
globally exponentially stable. 
Now, we show that for any disjoint decomposition of Y-, Corollary (4.26) 
fails to show stability of x* = 0 in 9. Let us start with the disjoint decom- 
position 
409/98,/2-20 
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+ 
0113 6 
--l----- 
6/ 0 6 
6113 0 
Without loss of generality, we can choose f?, = 1 in Corollary (4.26). 
Then, the aggregate matrix is obtained as 
(4.38) 
where I?? and Gz satisfy the matrix Liapunov equation (4.27) for 
K2 = -172 42 
I -91 -39 ’ 
The matrix W is an M-matrix only if 
a = 39k;‘(G,&‘) - 16 (I/[-91 421 G;“2112 
+ ll[ 13 6j G,“2112) 8”2 
I/ 2 K k”. 
(4.39) 
(4.40) 
We show, however, that (4.40) does not hold no matter what the choice of 
G,. Since /3 = A.:‘(G’,fi7;‘) = 11 ~;1’2Z?~‘2~~;’ > 0, 
\ a =p (39 -16(1)[-91 421 C?;“*ll, 
+I([13 61 ~;“2~~2)~~~;“2~~‘2J~2 
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</I 139 -16~,(~-“Z~,&“Z)(~~[-91 421 ,-;“*l12 
+ IILl3 61 ,--“*IL) /I G’:” [ ; ] II2 1 
<P 138 +8tr-‘V22) (11 L-91 421 [ i ] II+ 11 113 61 [ i ] 11) ( 
=/?{29 -26112/211) < 0 (4.41) 
where we used the inequality A,(c’-“21?2 G; I/*) > - i lr-‘(Az2) [ 11. 
Therefore, W is not an M-matrix, and Corollary (4.26) fails to establish 
stability of x* = 0 of 9. Following the above development, it is easy to 
show that none of the three remaining disjoint decompositions of .Y can 
show stability of the equilibrium x* = 0. 
Before concluding the above example, we should comment on the choice 
of matrices Z?, and @, in (4.35), which follows the general recipe of [6]: Let 
Ti be a nonsingular matrix such that 2, = T;‘Ai T,, where Ai is block- 
diagonal matrix, with size of each diagonal block 1 x 1 if it corresponds to a 
real eigenvalue and 2 x 2 if it corresponds to a complex eigenvaiue. Then. 
from the Liapunov matrix equation (4.27), we have Arfi, + !?,A, = -G,, 
where Ai = (T, ‘)’ Ai r; ’ and Gi = (r,: ‘)’ cAi T; ‘. The greatest value of the 
ratio n,(Gi)/AM(fii) is achieved by selecting Hi as the identity matrix, and Gi 
as -(A r + A i), and A,(Gi)/A,(fii) = A,(Gi Hi: ‘) = A,(G,c; ‘). Therefore. 
this chaise of E7, not only achieves the greatest value of A,(G,)/A,,,(fi,) in the 
transformed space, but also gives the largest value of 13,Jc,1?,-‘) in the 
original space. 
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